Very early MS--insights from MRI.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is likely to play an increasing role in efforts to understand the earliest changes in multiple sclerosis (MS) and narrowing the gap to new insights provided by the recent pathology literature showing early meningeal and cortical inflammatory disease and cortical gray matter demyelination. Much of the insight into early MS already comes from MRI as it evaluates patients at the time of a clinically isolated syndrome (CIS). Series show transition of tissue from normal to abnormal, and now often reveal gray matter more so than white matter pathology, deep gray more than cortical gray, and quantitative MRI changes preceding atrophy in early MS. But the CIS population is heterogeneous, likely including patients with many years' duration, as well as relatively recent onset disease. Efforts to evaluate earlier disease, possibly sub-populations of CIS, patients at risk for MS with strict criteria for a radiologically isolated syndrome, and tumefactive MS, combined with advanced MRI technology, may bring us closer to in vivo insight into truly early or earliest MS.